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E. A. Rezvan 

QUR' ANIC MANUSCRIPTS AS BIRTH, DEATH, LAND 
AND LIBRARY REGISTER* 

The attentive researcher cannot help but notice a special 
type of marginalia that occasionally appear on copies of the 
Qur'an, both in the margins (usually at an angle to the main 
text), on additional folios at the beginning and end of the 
manuscript, and on the inside covers of the binding. Some 
of these notes on margins may be characterised as family 
records. For example, fol. 1 b (jig. /) from a Qur'anic 
manuscript [2] - the main text is dated to the eleventh -
twelfth century (fig. 2) - contains notes "of a family 
nature" in Persian and Turkic: 

~ .s5 F- 0--! ~I 0--! ~ .1 J,.b ..i.iJ~ ..1_,l.J-0 

~l.o..u.o..=. .J ~ .J (.$'~1 .u....u ("..P-" ..s4'L.. i--4'.l).J..1 ~..11 

.J..1 M ~ l..1 ~.J..1 ~ vu4' "-'~ ) ,).hL.... ~w...14 
..:.l~I .::..=y. [ ... ] Y-'?-.J ~ i".J~ ~.Jb .J.Yb. [ ... ] ~ 
~ ~..11 ~ .),) [ ... ] ~l.o..,.,uo..:. ~ .J [ ... ] .:,,)lj .u....u 

~l.o..u.o..=. [ ... ] ~ .u....u _p')'I t'!"..J [ ... ] ~ jl 

The text rcfors to three people's dates of birth. giving the 
exact dates of: the Friday evening in Mu~arram 561 A.H., 
the evening of the fourth day of Rajab 563 A.H., one of the 
Sunday evenings in Rabi' al-akhir 56('')7 A.H. [3]. 

Another example, a Qumukh [4] manuscript of the 
Qur'an from the collection of the Institute of History, 
Archeology and Ethnography at the Russian Academy of 
Sciences Daghestani Scientific Centre [5], records more 
than 100 registration acts: notary records of the most varied 
transactions. These include records of land rentals, pur
chases and sales of land and house-buildings, and property 
inheritance. We also find here lists of things from bridal 
dowries, registers of credit operations, etc. 

The earliest of these notes is dated to 113811726-27. 
The notes are often found on broad margins (pp. 3, 6, 215, 
216, 23 l, 244, 246, 312) at an angle to the main text along 

"After rummaging through the house, which 
was still surrounded by water, he discovered 
a Bible in English. The final page contained 
a history of the Gatry family ... " 

Jorges Luis Borges. "The Gospel of Mark" [ l] 

with corrections to it (see figs. 5-10). The bulk of the 
registration notes are on the inner side of the binding cover 
and on folios before the beginning of the text of the Qur' an 
and after its end. Apparently, the notes were at first made 
on blank sheets. After they were filled in. they were used 
to form the inner covers of the binding. Some of the notes 
are damaged. cropped or smeared with ink. The Daghestani 
researcher, Prof. Kh. A. Omarov, has succeeded in deci
phering 81 notes. He analyzes them in a series of arti
cles [6]. To cite only some examples: 

"Najm al-Din blk granted a credit. approved by the 
shar/'a, without interest for profit (hi/ii rihhin) to Shshazil
Muhammad from Kuli in the amount of fifteen 'ahhiisl. This 
took place in the month of $afar 1152 A.H. [7] and was 
witnessed by ·Abdallah. who made these notes" [8] . 

"Shlkhamir. son of Tsumu. entrusted Bagircha. son of 
$?tmghur, with the sale of his hayfield, located in area of 
Mar~lyarir to Najm al-Din. He sold it for 16 11/miins. The wit
nesses were: K 'yachal ·All. ·All Kishi. MuhammadshTh. and 
the best witness is Allah" [9]. 

"This is a notice to the present generation and inforrnation 
for the future. Najm al-Din returned the hayfield he bought 
from Shlharnir. son of Tsumu. to the latter. setting the condition 
that it not be sold to any third party. He also agreed with 
ShThamir that he (Shniamir) would report to the village and en
sure calm, that Najm al-Din had returned his hill without com
plaints or quarrels. The witnesses were K 'yachal ·AIL Mamashl 
from al-Ba~kall, and q<i<fl. who made this record" [ 10]. 

"Najm al-Din bought a mill for an entire day from Bugh
dan. son of· Abd. that he (Bughdan, son of· Abd) had bought 
from Musala\', son of Mahad, for 60 'ahhas/. Najm al-Din 
accepted this deal and received the mill as witnessed by ·Ab
dallah. who made this record. in 1146" [ l 1 ]. 

* 1 am sincerely grateful to my Daghcstani colleagues. Prof. A. R. Shikhsaidov and Prof. Kh. A. Omaroy as '!It'll a.l my·daughter 
Maria Rezvan, for their help in my work on this article. L- -- · -- "Ir.' F ' 
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As we see. the material is, in essence. a qii1//'s register, 
documenting large property transactions and recorded in 
a Qur'anic manuscript. 

The respected Daghestani scholar, Prof A. R. Shihsaidov, 
who each year organizes and personally participates in spe
cial expeditions to seek out and acquire manuscripts for the 
Institute of History. Archeology and Ethnography, has 
kindly informed me of two other manuscripts of the Qur'an 
with marginalia of the sort that interest us. One of the fami
lies of the village Untsukatel (the Laq region of Daghestan) 
has a single-volume, large-format Qur'an in an embossed 
light-brown leather binding with a flap. Palaeographic data 
date it to the late eighteenth - early nineteenth century. 
The flyleaf contains a note about the purchase of the 
manuscript by a Russian soldier. Below we find a long text 
of historical content that tells of the arrival in the village of 
a detachment headed by Shami! and the havoc the latter 
wrought. 

One of the maintenance buildings in the cemetery of 
Salta (Gunib region. Daghestan) holds a copy of the Qur'an 
that contains a long list of books, a catalogue of a private 
library. 

Also of this type, apparently, arc the texts on the flyleaf 
of a small-format, compilative manuscript from the collec
tion of the St. Petersburg Branch of the Institute of Oriental 
Studies. The bulk of the texts constitutes a fragment of 
a Qur'anic text (29 folios, see Jig. 3) [12]. The text is dated 
September 1875: it was written in cursive, apparently in 
Serbo-Croation (jig. 4). The text requires additional study. 

The explanation of these phenomena is to be found on 
several levels. First, there arc the specifics of how Qur'anic 
manuscripts circulated and the status they had. They were 
widely used, and were found even in those homes where 
other books were unimaginable. They were passed from 
generation to generation. usually stored in a familiar place 
(to be accessible) and often referred to (actualizing the in
formation. providing reminders). As sacral objects, they 
were handled differently than other manuscripts. Although 
the frequency of their use naturally aged the manuscripts, 
the special procedures that accompanied the retirement of 
a manuscript guaranteed the possibility of copying it and 
preserving the relevant information. 

We refer here to "genizas" in mosques, which, in keep
ing with Near Eastern tradition, held indefinitely old copies 
of the Qur'an. The rules for "burying" such copies 
were carefully developed. They were buried in much 
the same fashion as people, with ritual ablutions, wrapped 
in a "shroud" of pure fabric and buried or laid to rest 
in such a fashion that dust or dirt would not touch their 
pages, so people would not trample the "grave" [ 13] with 
their feet (this ritual is identical to the "burial" of old icons 

in Orthodox monasteries in the Balkans) [14]. Finally, 
the sacral nature of the text that provided the context for 
notes of various transactions and agreements in a sense 
guaranteed the observance of their conditions, much like 
the idea that stood behind the ritual of swearing an oath 
on the Qur'an. 

Second, the phenomenon we discuss here is linked to 
the distinguishing characteristics of the "religious class" in 
various Islamic states. Daghestani documents from the late 
sixteenth - first-half of the eighteenth century show that 
the imiim was not merely the leader of prayers, but carried 
out the functions of a qiiql, verifying and registering 
various types of transactions, acting as a witness and, in 
a sense, a guarantor that the conditions of the deal had been 
recorded and would be observed [ 15]. This naturally led to 
the use of the Qur'an, the primary "workbook" of the 
imiim, to record the most varied transactions. 

Finally, this phenomenon arose in the fifteenth -
eighteenth century, when the Qur'an was gradually becom
ing ubiquitous feature of life for the individual and for 
Islamic society. A person dressed in a Qur'an-shirt could 
enter a mosque or mausoleum where the walls bore the entire 
text of the Sacred Book. To store the Qur'an, special trunks 
were commissioned that frequently recalled a mosque or 
mausoleum in their form. People were born to the sounds of 
the Qur'an (3:35-37: 10:31: 18: 14, 25: 35:41), were 
given a name during the reading of the siira al-A~ziib, 
a sick or crying child was calmed with the Qur'an (3: 35-
37), the texts of the Qur'an taught reading and writing, the 
siira al-Fiiti~w was read to seal a marriage, justice was 
practiced on the basis of the Qur'an, the Qur'an aided 
medical treatment, Qur'anic texts were widely used to prac
tice the magic that accompanied daily life at that time. 
Qur'anic texts constantly surrounded people in their every
day lives. They were depicted on the most varied objects 
(vases, dishes, tiles, fabrics, jewelry, etc.), provided the ma
terial for the calligraphy that adorned the walls of private 
and public buildings. The siira Yii ·Sin accompanied people 
on their final journey. Texts from the Sacred Book 
were carved on tombstones together with the name of the 
departed. The Qur'an was a talisman and a weapon, while 
weapons were "strengthened" and "refined" with the 
Qur'an [16]. It is because of this that manuscripts of the 
Qur'an, handed down from generation to generation, served 
to record what we today call "items of public record''. 

Returning to the epigraph that opens our article, one 
must note that the practices we have discussed are undoubt
edly common to manuscripts and editions of other sacred 
texts. The specific features of Islamic practice were condi
tioned by the special character of the Qur'an's circulation in 
various parts of the Islamic world over the centuries. 
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